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WELCOME
FILM FANS & FILMMAKERS!
Hotel Tucson City Center welcomes
international filmmakers to Tucson,
Arizona! Come and stay where
“The Duke” a.k.a. John Wayne
caught some zzz’s, and enjoy our
vast common grounds for relaxing,
reading, and the Arizona weather.
Hotel Tucson City Center features a
full service restaurant and bar, clean
and comfortable guest rooms, newly
renovated lobby, and abundant event
space. Locally owned and operated,
our property offers a peaceful resort
setting in the heart of downtown.
Lush gardens, grandiose orange trees,
and an olympic size swimming pool
provide an oasis in the desert.
Sincerely,

Lee & Jean Chun
Owners, Hotel Tucson City Center

From the Honorary Chair
As an ardent film-goer
and longtime student
of film, it is my honor to
serve as Honorary Chair
and welcome you to
the 26th annual Arizona
International Film Festival!
Tucson has a special
connection to film and
photography, through
historic institutions
such as Old Tucson Studios and the Center for Creative
Photography, and since 1990, the Arizona International Film
Festival. Since it began, filmmakers from over 90 countries
have screened over 2,600 films to more than 152,000
patrons here in Tucson. Recently, the AIFF was named one
of the 15 best festivals in Arizona.
I would like to thank the many people including festival
organizers, volunteers, and the participants themselves,
without whom this important event would not be possible.
Tucson has always fostered a creative, independent
community, so it is only fitting that we support artists who
believe in the power of story telling and remind us of the
right of freedom of expression for all people.
Thank you for supporting this wonderful event.

Terry Etherton
Owner, Etherton Gallery
Honorary Chair
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FESTIVAL TEAM
Exhibition

Festival Director

Staff Designer

Giulio Scalinger

Jennifer Foley

Director of Operations

Festival-in-the-Schools

Claudia Jespersen

Ruben Reyes, Lourdes Medrano

Marketing & Development Director

Booth Coordinator

Mia Schnaible

Angie Cutler

Art Director

Programming

Christine Scheer

Patty Brueggerman, Anne
Dalton, Alicia Foley, Claudia
Jespersen, Jean Jessup,
Andrew Marco, John Mason,
Liam O Mochain, Al Perry,
Giulio Scalinger, Joe L. Smith,
Will Whetstone

Program Art Director & Designer
Colleen Loomis
Website
Steve Godwin, Scott Burr

STOP
HERE FOR
FESTIVAL
EVENTS

AzMAC Board

The Rialto Theatre
318 East Congress

Hotel Congress
311 East Congress

Batch
118 East Congress

The Independent Distillery
30 South Arizona Avenue

Elliott’s on Congress
135 East Congress

Johnny Gibson’s
Downtown Market
11 South 6th Avenue

Etherton Gallery
135 South 6th Avenue

Fernanda Bueno, Paulina
Bueno, Stacey Cochran,
Pat Engle, Cass Fey, Mary
Gresham, Evan Hancher,
Courtney Moy, Halle O’Neill,
Edwin Perez

Owls Club
236 South Scott Ave
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Giulio Scalinger (President)
Caren Deming (Emeritus)
Claudia Jespersen
John Mason
Lea Ward

Home of the Arizona
International Film Festival
127 East Congress
Downtown Tucson
screeningroomtucson.com

The Screening Room

123456

123456

Festival Pass &
Ticket Information

Wednesday, April 19

You can purchase one of the following
passes or opt for single admission tickets
to any Festival screening or special event.

All Access Pass

$100

Entitles holder priority seating to all
screenings and special events. Present
your pass at the door for admission.

Saver Pass 		

$25

Attend any five screenings of your
choice. Present your pass at the door for
admission. Your Saver Pass can only be
used by you.

Single Tickets

$8 admission for premiere screenings.
$6 admission for all other screenings.
Free admission to community screenings
and filmmaker panels.
Discounts available for seniors, students
and military with ID.
Advance single tickets can be purchased
online at www.brownpapertickets.com
or at The Screening Room box-office one
hour before each screening.

OPENING NIGHT FILM

7:30pm
Given
Jess Bianchi, USA, 2016, 74 min
Told through the visceral experience of a 6-year old,
this stunning documentary follows legendary surfers
Aamion and Daize Goodwin from their island home
of Kauai through 15 different countries in the quest
for surf and to fulfill a calling handed down through
generations.
Set in wave after wave of stunningly visual
earthscapes, Given blooms into a tender yet stirring
exploration of a young boy’s understanding of life
through his familial bonds and their reverence for
nature.

$8 admission
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Friday, April 15

Specials

MONDAY
• Keep ALL movie rentals
for 3 DAYS
• 20% OFF DVD/Game purchases
• FREE BALCONY RENTAL
with another paid rental

pm

XXX

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
• 2 for 1 movie rentals

xxx.
subtitles
xxx

The Screening Room

THURSDAY & SUNDAY
• 1 FREE Family
Rental & Weekly
Rentals
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
• 2 for 1 movie rentals
with a Beer or Coffee
Growler/Crowler ﬁll

LOCAL FOOD AVAILABLE from

$6 admission

20

100’s

of BOTTLE & CAN BEERS

pizza

Coffee &Tea

NITRO COLD
BREW COFFEE
~ on tap ~

For a complete listing of ALL our Specials/Events & Whats On Tap
VISIT CASAVIDEO.COM or CASAFILMBAR.COM or JOIN US ON FACEBOOK

2905 E SPEEDWAY BLVD • 520.326.6314

The Screening Room

Thursday, April 20

6pm GLOBAL SHORTS $6 admission

Kate Can’t Swim

Cabane

Limbo

Simon Guélat, France, 2016,
26 min
(In French with English subtitles)

Konstantina Kotzamani, France,
2016, 29 min
(In Greek with English subtitles)

Four teenagers gather illegally
on a military zone to build themselves a hut. But school will soon
begin and the golden days of
cabin building are coming to an
end.

The leopard shall lie down with
the goat. The wolves shall live
with the lambs. And the young
boy will lead them.

Kosnin
Sara Seligman, Mexico, 2017, 12 min
(In Totonaca with English
subtitles)
10-year-old Héctor wants to
“fly” like the voladores in his
community. His single mother
can’t afford the costs, but Héctor
is determined to achieve his
dream. Through hard work and a
little help, he sets out to do what
others in his community have
done for generations...to fly.

8pm

The Last Journey
of the Enigmatic
Paul WR
Romain Quirot, France, 2015,
17 min
(In French with English subtitles)
The red moon threatens our
existence on Earth. Our only
hope is the enigmatic Paul WR,
the most talented astronaut of
his generation. But a few hours
before the start of the great
mission, Paul disappears.

7

Josh Helman/Evan Jonigkeit,
USA, 2017, 90 min
Kate is almost thirty, almost
engaged, almost settled in her
career as a writer - but is deeply
dissatisfied. When Kate’s best
friend Em returns from Paris with
a surprising new lover in tow, Kate
and her boyfriend spend a weekend in upstate New York with the
new couple. As Kate struggles with
her suspicions about Em’s new
lover, dormant feelings about her
own life arise, forcing her to decide
if she will stay on her current life
path.
preceded by

4 Pounds of Flowers
Rob Richert, USA, 2016, 15 min
On the eve of their last weed sale
of the season, Kayla realizes she
is pregnant which compels her to
confront her way of life.

$8 admission

Friday, April 21

©Diane Arbus, House on a Hill, Hollwood,
California (1963) gelatin silver print

Etherton Gallery
Celebrating 36 Years as a
Tucson Destination

The Screening Room

6pm

7:30pm

Passing The Torch

The West and the
Ruthless

Bret Primack, USA, 2017, 43 min

color theory

A ninety year old Jazz master,
Jimmy Heath, visits Tucson to
mentor teenage musicians who
have a thirst for knowledge and
an appreciation of America’s
homegrown art form, Jazz. This
behind-the-scenes documentary
captures Heath’s gentle,
humorous sharing of life lessons
and the non-threatening way he
guides aspiring artists to musical
excellence.

March 14 – May 31, 2017

preceded by

Kate Breakey, mixed-media
Gail Marcus-Orlen, painting
Andy Burgess, painting
Pop-up: Albert Chamillard,
pen and ink drawings

I Promise To
Remember

Etherton Gallery is known for
its ever-changing inventory and
exhibitions of photography by
masters of the medium and
top local and regional artists
working in a variety of media.
Located in the historic Odd
Fellows Hall in downtown
Tucson.

Current Exhibition:

Gallery Hours: 11 – 5,
Tuesday through Saturday
135 S. Sixth Avenue
(two blocks south of
The Screening Room)
www.ethertongallery.com

Jimmy Castor, Jr., USA, 2017,
15 min
Funk Icon Jimmy Castor shares a
few life lessons with his filmmaker
son.

$6 admission
8

Nick + Lexie Trivundza, USA, 2017,
90 min
In the dusty streets of Crow’s
Landing, outlaws, wealthy
plantation owners, runaway
slaves, a half Cherokee girl, a pair
of brothel owners, and a woman
days away from giving birth, all
end up in a bloody shoot-out
and running for their lives. This
exciting new western was shot in
10 days at Old Tucson Studios.

$8 admission

Friday, April 21

The Screening Room

9:30pm ARIZONA SHORTS $8 admission
Celebrate Now

Flower

Non-Smoking Section

Leslie Ann Epperson, USA, 2016,
11 min

Justin Kreinbrink, USA, 2016,
12 min

Alexander Guyton, USA, 2016,
9 min

Watching Jennifer Coughlan
dance, or twirl on stilts, or hang
suspended high above on an
aerial rig, we admire a daring
performer in peak condition.
But the risks Jen takes are more
than breath-taking routines—they
are preparation for the scariest
challenge of all—facing terminal
cancer with an inspiring zest for
life.

Set in a post-apocalyptic
backdrop, a young man clings to
the only object that reminds him
of hope as he struggles through
an almost impossible existence.

A teenage son rebelling against
his overbearing mother to assert
his independence could lead to
explosive consequences.

Climate Control
Nicol Eilers, USA, 2017, 8 min
When an Australian climate
scientist comes to an American
city to help stop a drought, he
struggles against a corporation
that wants to steal his weather
modification device.

Learning to Drive
Roderick E. Stevens II, USA, 2016,
19 min
Inspired by a true story, a feisty
young man with Down syndrome
is determined to convince his
scatterbrained brother to teach
him how to drive.

The Hustle
Edgar Ybarra, USA, 2016, 18 min
(In Spanish with English subtitles)
Rudolfo needs a ride to make his
deliveries. Joe agrees to help.
When things don’t seem right to
Joe, things quickly go downhill.

Follow the fest • filmfestivalarizona.com
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Saturday, April 22

The Screening Room

CONNECT WITH FILMMAKERS
A series of lively discussions
about the ups and downs of
independent filmmaking at
The Screening Room.

Saturday, April 22, 11am
Meet the storytellers from
The Sounding, Learning To
Drive, Halfway to Zen and
The West and the Ruthless.

Sunday, April 23, 11am
Meet Arizona
documentarians who filmed
Celebrate Now, The Dome
and Passing the Torch.

Saturday, April 29, 11am
Meet the rule-breakers from
Forbidden Cuba, And Violet,
Monday and Hunting Pignut.

12:30 pm
Reindeer in My Saami Heart
Janet Merewether, Australia, 2016, 73 min
(In English and Northern Saami with English subtitles)
Inghilda Tapio is one of the last generation of Saami born into a
nomadic reindeer herding family in the Arctic Circle. She has spent
a lifetime writing and struggling to preserve her Indigenous language
and culture in the face of draconian Swedish assimilation policies.
Inghilda has become an inspirational poet, performer, and champion
of her Northern Saami language and culture.
preceded by

Hairat
Jessica Beshir, Ethiopia, 2017, 6 min
(In Harari and Oromiffa with English subtitles)
A visual exploration of the nightly ritual between a man and his feral
companion.

$6 admission

Free admission
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The Screening Room

Saturday, April 22

2:30pm

4:30pm

7pm

Halfway to Zen

South

The Sounding

John Adams/Toby Poser, USA,
2016, 95 min

Gerard Walsh, Ireland, 2016,
75 min

Catherine Eaton, USA, 2017,
93 min

After release from prison, Nick
is trying to walk a straight line,
flipping burgers and taking
care of his father, Pop, whose
dementia is escalating. All Nick
has are memories -- beautiful,
painful, discolored with violence-until he’s reunited with Edie,
the 11 year-old daughter he
lost a decade ago. Only Edie
is now Eddie, insisting she’s a
boy, and she hasn’t come alone
– she brings her mother, who is
recovering from a minor stroke.
This deeply moving film explores
second chances and promises
that are hard to keep.

Tom, a 17-year old aspiring
musician suffering from stage
fright, is struggling following the
death of his supportive father.
After finding a photo of his
estranged mother, Tom decides
to search for the only family
he has left. But, on the way, he
meets Jess, a free-spirited girl.

On a remote island off the
coast of Maine, Liv, after years
of silence, begins to weave a
language out of Shakespeare’s
words. A driven neurologist,
brought to the island to protect
her, commits her to a psychiatric
hospital. She becomes a fullblown rebel in the hospital; her
increasing violence threatens
to keep her locked up for life as
she fights for her voice and her
freedom.

$6 admission

preceded by

The Will
A woman visits a funeral
home and signs the book of
condolences not realizing the
consequences of signing it!

Starring a superb cast including
Harris Yulin (Scarface, Training
Day), Teddy Sears (Masters of
Sex, The Flash), and Erin Darke
(Good Girls Revolt), The
Sounding is an explosive drama
that champions the individual.

$6 admission

$8 admission

Liam O Mochain, Ireland , 2016,
11 min
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Saturday, April 22

The Screening Room

9:30pm COMEDY SHORTS $8 admission
Eternal Politeness

Shy Guys

Richard Rabelbauer, Switzerland,
2016, 1 min

Fredric Lehne, USA, 2016, 8 min

What happens if two so-called
gentlemen have the same
intention.

New Age,
Olde English
Hayden Croft, USA, 2016, 14 min
On a strange night in a strange
world, a hitchhiker is picked up
by a well-spoken man.

Save Our Snowmen:
A Film About Climate
Change
Cool Effect, USA, 2016, 3 min
More than 4,000 species of
snowmen are threatened every
year by climate change.

Strangers bravely confront
one of the most terrifying and
perplexing scourges to ever
afflict mankind...while standing at
urinals with their willies out.

The Big Night
Pierre J. Secondi, France,
2017, 13 min
(In French with English subtitles)
With his wife away, Julien invites
an old friend to spend the evening
together. However, nothing will
happen as expected and a big
night awaits them.

The Julie Stories
Julio Vincent Gambuto, USA,
2017, 15 min
Big Julie sees an infomercial and
rushes to start his own business,
only to find that the American
Dream is, well...kind of tough.
12

Today Everything is
Something Else
Nick Von Keller, USA, 2017,
10 min
Ever have one of those days
when you just wake up on the
wrong side of the washing
machine?

Waiting To Die In
Bayside, Queens
Garrett Tripp, USA, 2017, 6 min
A humorous look into the life
of a frizzy-haired 15-year-old
hypochondriac.

Find Your Films
Browse festival films by category
or themes and find the films that
interest you the most.
filmfestivalarizona.com
Trailers, film descriptions
and more!

The Screening Room

Sunday, April 23

1pm SHORT DOCS $6 admission
Art of Courage

Following Raul

Véronica Duport Deliz/Kellee
Marlow, USA, 2017, 22 min

Annina Lavee, USA, 2017, 22 min

Two renowned artists prepare
their canvas for an aerial
art exhibition during the
International Climate Summit
in the City of Light, but fate
has another plan. With an
unexpected, large-scale terrorist
attack that suddenly paralyzes
Paris, they are challenged with
how to accomplish their vision
of bringing people together in
harmony.

Blind Sushi
Eric Heimbold, USA, 2017, 17 min
A blind adventure writer and the
first sustainable sushi chef search
for enlightenment in the murky
depths off the New England
coast.

Former gang member, 21-year-old
Raul is released from a California
prison after serving five years.
This documentary is about his
re-entry into society and what he
comes up against as a felon.

The Dome
Adam Ray/Bart Santello, USA,
2017, 20 min
At the borderlands of Southern
Arizona in a remote town called
Arivaca, an engineer, builder and
solar power enthusiast has been
toiling under the desert sun for
over 10-years to hand construct
an earthen structure that has no
equal.

3pm
1948: Creation
& Catastrophe

Andy Trimlett/Ahlam Muhtaseb,
USA, 2017, 86 min
(In English, Arabic and Hebrew
with English subtitles)
Through riveting and moving
personal recollections of both
Palestinians and Israelis, 1948:
Creation & Catastrophe reveals
the shocking events of the
most pivotal year in the most
controversial conflict in the
world. It tells the story of the
establishment of Israel as
seen through the eyes of the
people who lived it. It is simply
not possible to make sense of
what is happening in the IsraeliPalestinian conflict today without
an understanding of 1948. This
documentary is the last chance
to hear first-hand accounts from
the Israelis and Palestinians who
personally fought in and fled from
this land.

$6 admission
13

The Screening Room

Sunday, April 23

6pm
Take My Nose...
Please!
Joan Kron, USA, 2016, 99 min
This funny and moving look at
the role of comedy exposes
the pressures on women in
contemporary society to be
attractive. The film follows
two comedians, Emily Askin
and Jackie Hoffman as they
contemplate having surgery
and its possible impact on their
careers, relationships, and selfregard. Intercut with these
personal stories are those of
iconic comedians—Fanny Brice,
Phyllis Diller, Totie Fields, and
Joan Rivers—who have spoken
about their surgical makeovers,
while their colleagues in dramatic
roles have remained silent. Does
plastic surgery hurt? Only when
you laugh.

$6 admission

8pm GLOBAL SHORTS

$6 admission

Honeymoon

Salvation

Hoon Koh/Hanseul Moon,
South Korea, 2017, 12 min
(In Korean with English subtitles)

Jason Outenreath, USA, 2017,
10 min
(In Spanish with English subtitles)

On their honeymoon, a disabled
husband and wife avoid family
members who want them to have
a vasectomy.

An undocumented Mexican
immigrant must cross the border
to receive dialysis treatment.

Indian Giver
Trevor Solway, Canada, 2016,
11 min
After being absent for 15 years, a
father tries to win his family back

Pool
Leandro Goddinho, Brazil, 2016,
29 min
(In Portuguese with English
subtitles)
An old German lady living in Brazil
keeps her memories inside a pool
without water.
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Scarlet Shoes
Eui soo Han, South Korea, 2016,
26 min
(In Korean with English subtitles)
An abused daughter accidentally
kills her philandering father and
flees from home. Years later, she
returns to reunite with her longlost mother.

The Screening Room

6pm

Monday, April 24

8pm

First Daughter and the RiverBlue: Can Fashion Save The Planet?
David McIIvride/Roger Williams, Canada, 2016, 95 min
Black Snake
Keri Pickett, USA, 2017, 94 min
The “Prophecy of the 7th
Fire” says a “black snake” will
bring destruction to the earth.
For Winona (Ojibwe for “first
daughter”) LaDuke, oil trains and
pipelines are the “black snake.”
When she learns that Canadianowned Enbridge plans to route
a new pipeline through her tribal
land, she and her community
spring into action to save the
sacred wild rice lakes and
preserve their indigenous way
of life.
Winona dreams that she is riding
her horse against the current
of the oil. Wanting to keep the
“black snake” in the ground, she
launches an annual spiritual horse
ride along the proposed pipeline
route, speaking at community
meetings and regulatory hearings.

Narrated by clean water supporter Jason Priestley, RiverBlue follows
international river conservationist, Mark Angelo, on a journey that
uncovers the dark side of the fashion industry.
Spanning the globe to infiltrate one of the world’s most polluting
industries, and speaking with fashion designers and water protectors
world-wide, RiverBlue reveals stunning and shocking images that truly
change the way we look at how our clothing is made.
This groundbreaking documentary examines the destruction of our
rivers, its effect on humanity, and the solutions that inspire hope for a
sustainable future. An exquisitely crafted, fascinating, emotional and
moving documentary turned global agent for change.
preceded by

We R the World/Mold
Dawn George, Canada, 2016, 6 min
Up close, mold is an intricate mass of branching filaments and fruiting
bodies creating a connected web. When viewed from a distance,
mold loses its complexities, and a more destructive nature is realized.

$6 admission

ENVIRONMENTAL DAY

$6 admission
15

Tuesday, April 25

The Screening Room

6pm

8pm

City of Joy

Twenty Twenty-Four

Madeleine Gavin, Congo, 2016,
75 min
(In English, French and Swahili
with English subtitles)

Richard Mundy, United Kingdom, 2016, 88 min

A tale of hope and restoration
unfolds in City of Joy, an uplifting
film that follows the first class
of students at a revolutionary
leadership center in war-torn
eastern Democratic Republic of
Congo, often referred to as “the
worst place in the world to be a
woman.”
preceded by

The Other Side

A lone scientist maintains an underground bunker for the coming
global nuclear disaster. But after becoming prematurely isolated,
he slowly begins to question his own reality and whether he is truly
alone. This immersive psychological thriller is a tense and unsettling
nightmare you’ll never be sure you’ve woken up from.
preceded by

They Will All Die in Space
Javier Chillon, Spain, 2015, 15 min
Filmed in beautiful black and white, this space exploration futuristic
thriller is set aboard a drifting starship.

$6 admission

Griselda San Martin, Spain, 2017,
6 min
(In Spanish with English subtitles)

Music at the Fest

A deported musician and his
daughter meet every month on
either side of the US-Mexico
border wall.

Also ‘Hoot & Holler,’ hosted by Clay Koweek,
featuring his rotating cast of musicians, the
Electrified Donkey Band.

$6 admission

DJ Carl Hanni plays vinyl on Tuesday night, mixing
jazz and soul with blues and rock & roll.

Owls Club, 236 S. Scott Ave. Tuesday, April 25, 7 pm till late.
Check out the festival website for more info on music events and
after parties. www.filmfestivalarizona.com
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Wednesday, April 26

6pm

7:30pm

The Mechanism of
Suspended Time

Man in The Camo Jacket

Stefana Brancastle, United Kingdom,
2016, 38 min
(In French with English subtitles)

As front man for The Alarm, Mike Peters has written
some of the most rousing anthems of our day -- “68
Guns,” “The Stand,” and “Strength.” But when diagnosed
with cancer, his songs and life took on new meaning,
igniting his indomitable spirit. Channeling his music in
the global fight against cancer, Mike enlisted renowned
musicians to trek and play fundraising concerts atop the
most elevated spots on the planet. With a contagious
zeal for life, Mike – a husband, dad and rock star - is
saving lives one concert at a time, one hike at a time,
one song at time.

This romantic comedy tells the tale of the
fateful meeting between two destined lovers.
Born to two famous rival master clockmakers,
their love is forbidden by a painful past.
However, greater forces are at work through
a mysterious pocket watch that creates the
right time and place for all things that really
matter.
preceded by

Theatreland
Carys Watford, United Kingdom, 2017, 15 min
An aspiring actress shares her life working as
an usher in a West End theatre.

$6 admission

Russ Kendall, USA, 2017, 79 min

preceded by

Don’t Sell My Guitars
Lynn Montgomery, USA, 2017, 20 min
Kenny Montgomery bought his first guitar from the Sears
Roebuck catalogue when he was 7. Over the years, he
collected and played Gibsons, Martins and Fenders and
when he wasn’t playing them they hung on the wall of his
music room. Now in the final days of his long life, the
beloved country musician whispers a final request to his
wife - “Don’t sell my guitars.”

$6 admission
17

Thursday, April 27

The Screening Room

6pm

7:30pm

9:30pm

Jongo Fever

And Violet

Guilt

Katia Lund/Lili Fialho, Brazil,
2016, 64 min
(In Portuguese with English
subtitles)

Paul Gray, Scotland, 2017, 95 min

Marton Jelinko, Finland, 2016,
94 min
(In Finnish with English subtitles)

preceded by

A coming of age drama about
the interwoven and unravelling
lives of teenage daughter Violet,
her adoptive Mum and her
birth Mum. When Violet and
her adoptive mum visit a small
Scottish town one summer, they
unexpectedly run into Violet’s
estranged birth-mum. The
mothers clash as they try to keep
a connection with their rebellious
daughter, who struggles with the
conflict of having both mums
back in her life.

The Grand Piano

$6 admission

It is said that Jongo was conceived
in Angola but was born in the
Paraiba coffee plantations of Brazil.
This vibrant documentary brings
to life the rhythm and music of the
Afro-Brazilian cultural heritage of
Jongo and shines a light on the
women who have kept Jongo alive
and thriving.

preceded by

Skin Deep
by Lulu Jiang, USA, 2016, 5 min

Anabela Roque, Brazil, 2017, 10 min
(In Portuguese with English
subtitles)

Fusing live action and illustration,
this experimental film explores
a layered romance about
tattoos and their power to
psychologically seduce.

A self-taught musician embarks
on a journey from the suburbs to
the city center, mapping pianos
open to the public, in tune, and
ready for him to play.

$6 admission

Searching for his kidnapped
sister, Tomas infiltrates a human
trafficking ring. He has to
compromise his own morals and
values, and while doing so, loses
his mental balance and falls into
obsessed hallucinations. As time
passes, Tomas cannot tell the
difference between reality and
delusion.

$6 admission
19

Friday, April 28

The Screening Room

6pm

7:30pm

Southern Edge
of the Cloud

Forbidden Cuba
Art Jones, USA, 2016, 81 min

Alon Chan, China/Hong Kong, 2017, The first American feature made in Cuba since the revolution of 1959
is a cautionary tale about capitalism and the state of the American
40 min
(In Mandarin with English subtitles) soul. An American businessman travels to Cuba to retrieve an
executive gone rogue, and finds his eyes opened to the beauty and
Xinxin and Musu start an endless
vibrant culture of Cuba, challenging his corporate directives, his
journey to look for the Southern
identity and everything he has known.
Edge of the Cloud, a place their
With no permits, no Plan B, and defying rules, Forbidden Cuba was
grandmother dearly loved. In the
covertly shot, guerilla-style, across Cuba over three intense weeks.
midst of their journey, they meet
Loic, a young Frenchman addicted Combining narrative and documentary filmmaking, this small team of
five reveals a timely, vibrant truth about today’s Cuba.
to his smartphone, who has come
to Yunnan to celebrate his birthpreceded by
day. Loic could never have imagined the mysterious journey he’d
soon take in the “white cloud” van.

The End of Time

preceded by

Milcho Manchevski, Cuba, 2017, 6 min

The Turtle

Time stops for a moment on a normal Tuesday in a street in Cuba.

Laurent Helas, France, 2016, 22 min
(In French with English subtitles)

$8 admission

A young woman invites herself into
the lives of two brothers.

$6 admission
20

Friday, April 28

The Screening Room

9:30pm ANIMATION SHORTS $8 admission
Baumu

Drifting Away

Panic Attack!

Chung Shao-Chun, Taiwan, 2016,
9 min

Cyprien Clément-Delmas, Spain,
2016, 14 min
(In French with English subtitles)

Eileen O’Meara, USA, 2016, 3 min

A female killer finds what she
desires from one of her victims.

Birdlime
Evan DeRushie, Canada, 2017,
11 min
Trapped in a cage, a bird is
surrounded by unfamiliar sounds
and un-birdlike creatures.

Paul dreams of sailing with his
father one day. But his father
tumbles into depression and
literally dissolves right before
his eyes.

Falling in Love
Giacomo Ghigo, United Kingdom,
2016, 4 min

This hand-drawn animation
explores anxiety, obsession, and
one woman’s slippery hold on
reality.

The Realm of Deepest
Knowing
Seunghee Kim, South Korea,
2017, 3 min
Knowing someone on the
deepest level becomes a deeplyrooted love.

Ty Primosch, USA, 2017, 6 min

A young man tries to kill himself
again and again until he falls
in love with the woman of his
dreams.

A corkscrew battles a giant
glass bottle to uncork seven
mysterious lightning bugs.

Hope

Farnoosh Abedi/Negah Fardiar,
Iran, 2016, 9 min

Michael Scherrer, Switzerland,
2016, 6 min

A bug becomes the servant, the
servant becomes the master.

Corky

The memories of a little boy’s
mother are the only thing keeping
him alive in a prison camp.
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The Servant

Saturday, April 29

The Screening Room

12:30pm FAMILY SHORTS $6 admission
All the Marbles

Supermom

Tale of the Kite

Jason Honeycutt, USA, 2016, 14 min Michael Fallavollita, USA, 2016,
30 min
A loveable boy challenges a
A daughter thinks her mom is a
A young test pilot finds himself in
villainous bully to a game of
real-life superhero… and she might
a mysterious desert region out of
marbles in a world where marbles just be right.
contact with his airbase.
are as precious as gold.
Michael Swingler, USA, 2017, 17 min

The Screening Room

Saturday, April 29

2:30pm

4:30pm

7pm

Written Off

The Soup

Hunting Pignut

Molly Hermann/Robert Lyall,
USA, 2016, 87 min

Young Hoon Lim/Woo-Chan
Park, South Korea, 2017, 112 min.
(In Korean with English subtitles)

Martine Blue, Canada, 2016, 95 min

15-year-old Bernice hates her life
in tiny, isolated Black Gut, NewHow does Matt, a smart, loving,
foundland. She believes that she
promising kid, move from acting
Based on the true story of a
in the high school play to putting
disabled family whose home was will never live down her traumatic
a needle in his arm? Written Off
invaded by an ex-con, The Soup is childhood that left her body and
psyche deeply scarred.
reveals that journey, in Matt’s own the poignant tale of one father’s
words, and in grippingly honest
attempt to protect his family
Her dejected spirit takes a strange
personal video journals. Behind
while confronting a man who has
turn when Pignut, a charismatic
the addiction, there is a person no plans to leave.
but tormented punk rocker, shows
all at once lovable and despicable,
up for her father’s wake and steals
funny and pathetic, young and
$6 admission
the ashes. Bernice embarks on an
old, destructive and aware of his
odyssey to hunt down Pignut and
failings.
to discover her place in the world.
preceded by
preceded by

Landscapes

Bombshell

Rebecca Ormond, USA, 2016, 8 min

Lisa Birke, Canada, 2016, 10 min

A tribute to Maya Deren via the
streets and alleys of St. Louis.

This performance-for-video “selfie”
lays bare problematic symbolic
messaging embedded in popular
culture and cinema.

$6 admission

$8 admission
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Saturday, April 29

The Screening Room

9:30pm DRAMATIC SHORTS $8 admission
Don’t Think About It

North & Nowhere

Niv Klainer, USA, 2016, 12 min

Scott Ballard, USA, 2017, 11 min

Ron and Casey are expecting a
child, but things get out of hand
when they both try to protect
each other from an inevitable
break-up.

A girl, a gun and a last chance.

Monday
Dinh Thai, USA, 2017, 19 min
In the culturally diverse world
of Los Angeles, a young hustler
navigates through various cliques
while facing racism, danger and
a moral struggle with his illicit
occupation. And it’s only Monday.

Porcupine
Clifford Miu, United States, 2017,
10 min
To protect her infant child from
an impending intruder, a young
widow asks the 911 operator for
permission to shoot.

Still Devout
Melissa Y. Perez, USA, 2016, 21 min
(In English and Spanish with
English subtitles)
An anxious 22-year-old must
choose between romantic love
and the needs of her family.
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Temptations from
the Doll
Marshall Law, Taiwan, 2016, 14 min
(In English and Chinese with
English subtitles)
In the city night, a mysterious
doll circulates among desperate
people, granting them wishes and
stirring up their lives. Will they
find their ways to redemption?

Welcome Back
Matias Nilsson, Mexico/USA,
2017, 21 min
(In English and Spanish with
English subtitles)
After being deported to Mexico,
a mother is forced to survive in a
country she doesn’t understand
anymore.

Sunday, April 30

The Screening Room

12pm INDIE YOUTH SHORTS free
Cycle

Overnight Care

Caleb Wild, USA, 2017, 10 min

Jackson Carroll, USA, 2016, 5 min

A teen who is aging out of the
foster care system is suddenly
interrupted by the appearance
of his biological father.

A girl has to stay overnight in a
hospital during Christmas.

From Dogs to Wolves

Dylan D’Haeze, USA, 2017, 20 min

Azure Allen, USA, 2017, 10 min

An in-depth look at plastic
pollution from a kid’s perspective,
and what kids can do to solve the
problem.

This animated film tells the
story of a young man struggling
with the space between the
domestic magic of childhood
and the sometimes unbearable
wilderness of adulthood.

Luke
Dylan Reiss, USA, 2017, 8 min

Plastic is Forever

Welcome Home
Luke Broyles, USA, 2017, 8 min
An intimate perspective of five
Vietnam veterans, after they
return home.

This inspirational documentary is
about an extraordinary young boy
diagnosed with Cerebral Palsy.
Never accepting his physical
limitations, he strives to be just
like any other 9-year-old.

2pm
Las Tesoros
de San Antonio:
A Westside Story
Jorge Sandoval, USA, 2016, 85 min
(In English and Spanish with
English subtitles)
This documentary examines the
personal toll and legacy of four
South Texas singers of yesteryear. All once hailed from San
Antonio’s Westside barrio, their
careers soared in the 1940s
through the 1970s. Now, these
“tesoros” have been rediscovered.
preceded by

Between Wagons
and the Moon
Brian Oh, USA, 2016, 15 min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)
A musician writes songs for
migrants and deportees at the
US-Mexico border.

$6 admission
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Sunday, April 30
The Screening Room

The Rialto Theatre

photo: David Mcgann

4:30 pm

Closing Night 7pm

Father and Son

THE TUCSON HAPPENING
Hosted by Magic Kenny Bang Bang, this will be a
fun-filled evening of live music, performance and
film. Featured artists include Billy Sedlmayr, Flam
Chen and the Golden Boots Tropical Trio with
more to come.

Luong Dinh Dung, Vietnam, 2017, 90 min
(In Vietnamese with English subtitles)
Moc is a rural river fisherman in Vietnam raising
his son Ca in harmony with the land. Ca has a
little yellow chick for a friend and enjoys running
after airplanes in the sky every day, calling them
birds from the city. When Ca falls ill, Moc must
make the harrowing journey to the city with his
son in order to seek treatment. Beautifully filmed
and heart-wrenching, Father and Son exposes
the tensions between modern and traditional
life in Vietnam, between dreams and reality, and
the love that drives one father to bridge those
divides for his son.

and the world premiere of

TUCSON HOT DAMN
Jefferson Moneo, Canada, 2017, 18 min
A magical ride through “The Weird Capital of
the World” featuring the music of Billy Sedlmayr,
Brian Lopez and Gabriel Sullivan.

$6 admission

preceded by

D-Train Doctors
Hua Ming Jie, China, 2017, 4 min
(In Chinese with English subtitles)
Meet the dedicated “train doctors” who ensure
the safety and performance of high-speed trains.

$6 admission
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